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1. Tuning in

MAKING LINKS

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

TEXT DETECTIVE

QUICK QUIZ

Have you ever had an accident and hurt 
yourself?
• Where did it happen?
• How did it happen?
• How were you hurt?
• What did you do then?

When do you think you might need each 
of these? 
Show images of running tap, sticking plaster, 
bandage, plaster cast, crutches, wheelchair.

Do you know what these words mean?
• bad knee = hurt / injured knee
• vast = huge
• distant = a long way away

Listen and try to answer this question
• How did Claire say she hurt her knee? 
Listen to the story as far as ‘“Good gracious 
me!” gasped Paul.’

Who can answer these questions?
• Where was Mum when Claire hurt her knee? 

(at home)
• Where was Claire going? (home)
• Who did she meet? (Paul)
• Where did the flying saucer want to take 

Claire? (a distant planet)
• How did she get away? (she struggled free)

Ask the children to listen to the audio version 
of the first part, or read it aloud yourself. 

Discuss the answer to the question. (2b)

Talk about questions one question at a time. 

If possible, ask for the evidence from the text 
that gives the information. (2b / 2d)

Show the words on vocabulary cards.

Ask for as many synonyms or different ways 
of saying the same thing as possible. (2a)

Clarify meaning of accident = something bad 
that you didn’t plan for and you didn’t mean 
to do.

Discuss personal experiences.

Name each of the first aid / emergency items. 

Discuss how and why they might be used.

Rank them in terms of the seriousness of  
the injury.

Make links with the flying saucer to the 
saucer. What’s similar? (2a)

Discuss the idea of flying saucers as 
spaceships and link to aliens on other planets. 
(2a / 2d) 

Show the words on vocabulary cards.
Ask for as many synonyms as possible. (2a)

Revisit all of the words. Refine meaning in 
the context of this text (e.g. struggling = 
trying to escape)

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

V

Do you remember what these words 
meant? 

Can we add new information about what 
the words meant in this story?

Show images of cup and saucer, flying saucer. 
Why do you think this might be called a 
flying saucer?

Who might be inside the flying saucer?

What do you think these words mean?
• struggled = wriggled, tried hard, found it 

difficult
• crashing = banging and thumping, 

smashing 
• gasped = said in surprise

V

Resources
Text, picture prompts, vocabulary cards
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2. Reading on

VOCABULARY 
RECALL

SUMMARY

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

PREDICTING

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

TEXT DETECTIVE

QUICK QUIZ

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

How could you struggle free from a flying 
saucer?

What happened in the part of the story 
we read last time?

Show image of large crocodile.
What do you know about this creature?
• Where does it live?
• What does it eat?
• How does it move?

Do you know what these words mean?
• lumbering = moving clumsily, plodding
• canal = man-made river

Think of the words: crocodile, lumbering, 
canal.

What do you think might be going to 
happen to Claire?

What do you think these words mean?
• crammed = pushed, stuffed, filled
• jaws = bones that allow your mouth to move 
• dreadful = terrible, awful, frightening

Listen and answer this question
How did Claire say she hurt her knee? 

Listen to the story as far as ‘“How dreadful!” 
said Amarjit’.

Who can answer these questions?
• Which creature did Claire meet?
• Where was the creature?
• Where did it want to take Claire?
• What do you think it wanted her for?
• How did she get away?

Do you remember what these words 
meant? 

Can we add new information about 
what the words meant in this story?

Encourage physical demonstrations as well 
as verbal descriptions. (2a)

Encourage a summary which includes:
• Claire hurts knee
• Meets friend
• Explains she was taken away in a flying 

saucer, escaped, fell, hurt knee. (2c)

Develop an understanding that a crocodile 
is potentially dangerous, has sharp teeth, 
lives in water, swims fast, moves more 
slowly on land. (2a)

Show the words.
Ask for as many synonyms as possible which 
demonstrate lumbering movement.

She could be attacked by a crocodile coming 
out of a canal. (2e)

Show the words.

Ask for as many synonyms as possible.

Demonstrate moving your jaw. (2a)

Ask the children to listen to the next section 
of text, or read it aloud yourself. 

Discuss the answer to the question. (2b)

Talk about the questions one question  
at a time. 

If possible, ask for the evidence from the text 
that gives the information. (2b / 2d)

Revisit all of the words. Refine meaning in 
the context of this text (e.g. crammed = 
pushed). (2a)

V

V

V

Resources
Text, picture prompts, vocabulary cards
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3. Finishing the story

VOCABULARY 
RECALL

SUMMARY

VOCABULARY 
EXPLORER

PREDICTING

TEXT DETECTIVE

QUICK QUIZ

SUMMARY

PREDICTING

Why would cramming a piece of wood 
into a crocodile’s jaws make it cross?

How has Claire so far told her friends 
she hurt her knee?

Do you think she is telling the truth?

What do these words mean?
• enormous = very big
• soaring = flying, swooping
• claws = sharp finger nails

What kind of creature do you think Claire 
will meet in the next part of the story?

Draw what you think it might look like.

Listen and answer this question
Which creature did Claire meet?

Listen to the last section of the story.

Who can answer these questions?
• Where did the creature come from?
• How did it grab Claire?
• What do you think it wanted her for?
• How did she get away?

How did Claire tell her friends she hurt 
her knee?

How do you think Claire really hurt  
her knee? 

Explain your answer.

Show the words.

Ask for as many synonyms as possible. (2a)

Focus on the words: enormous, soaring, 
claws. Identify creatures that all of these 
words could apply to.

Creature must have wings and claws  
(e.g. dragon, bird, hippogriff). (2e)

Ask the children to listen to the next section 
of text, or read it aloud yourself. 

Discuss the answer to the question. (2b)

Talk about the questions one question at 
a time. 

If possible, ask for the evidence from the 
text that gives the information. (2b / 2d)

Encourage a summary which includes:
• Escaped from a flying saucer
• Escaped from a crocodile
• Escaped from a dragon. (2b / 2c)

Make links to children’s own experiences of 
accidents. How are knees most likely to be 
hurt? (e.g. falling over, tripping, falling off 
something). (2e)

Encourage a summary which includes:
• Escaped from a flying saucer
• Escaped from a crocodile.

Discuss whether both accounts can be  
true. (2c)

Encourage physical demonstrations as 
well as verbal descriptions. (2a)

V

Resources
Text, vocabulary cards,  
drawing materials
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4. Quick answers

READING

IDENTIFYING 
THE STRATEGY

VOCABULARY 
RECALL

IDENTIFYING  
THE STRATEGY

What do these words tell you about how 
each thing or character moved?
• zooming
• lumbering
• soaring

Which words could you use to tell you  
how Claire was moving as she made  
her way home?

Follow while I read.

Read with me.

Read yourself.

What is a verb? 

Explain that verbs are words of being, having, 
thinking, moving, doing.

Highlight verbs that tell you what people 
or things did. 

On the worksheet, write the words beside 
the things or characters that did them.

Answer the quick answer questions on the 
worksheet. 

Discuss which things / characters are linked 
to each verb, possibly using vocabulary cards. 

Suggest synonyms for each of the verbs.

Encourage physical demonstrations as well 
as verbal descriptions. 

Discuss and demonstrate Claire’s 
movements, e.g. limping, hopping, hobbling. 
Talk about why she probably wants to be 
running or skipping. Link to bad knee. (2a)

Read the whole text aloud while children 
follow.

Ask children to read aloud with you.

Let children read to themselves or a partner. 

Comprehension strategy: scanning = looking 
only for given words or piece of information. 

Work in pairs. Use highlighter pens to 
highlight action verbs. (2a)

Use the highlighted text as a reference. 
Model deciding which of the things / 
characters did each verb and writing it on 
the PCM. (2b)

On the PCM all verbs have been changed 
into past tense forms for consistency. 

Model answering the questions:
• Read the questions aloud one at a time.
• Talk about the answer.
• Discuss how you will find the answer  

each time. 
• Let children record answers to the 

questions. (2b / 2d)

PCM1 
p8

PCM2 
p9

VOCABULARY 
RECALL

Resources
Text, PCM 1 and 2 for each child, highlighters, 
pencils
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Resources
Text, PCM 35. Longer answers 

SUMMARY

READING

IDENTIFYING  
THE STRATEGY / 

UNDERSTANDING 
THE QUESTIONS

How did Claire say she hurt her knee?

Follow while I read.

Read with me.

Read yourself.

Write answers to the questions on the 
worksheet. 

Ask children to read aloud with you.
Let children read to themselves or a partner. 

Model answering the questions:
• Read the questions aloud one at a time.
• Discuss what information you will need 

from the text to find the answer each time. 
• Orally support children in giving all relevant 

information in their answers.

Let children write answers to the questions. 
(2b / 2d)

Encourage a summary which includes:
• Escaped from a flying saucer
• Escaped from a crocodile
• Escaped from a dragon. (2c)

PCM3 
p10

Resources
Text, completed PCMs for each child, pencils

6. Reviews 

SUMMARY

MAKING 
COMPARISONS

OVERALL 
CONTRIBUTION

SELF ASSESSMENT

What was the story about?

Which of Claire’s ideas was most 
exciting? 

Explain why.

What other ideas could Claire have had 
to explain how she hurt her knee?

How does having lots of ideas to explain 
her bad knee make a more interesting 
book than just one idea?

In this unit, how well do you think you  
did at:
• understanding new words?
• finding information?
• thinking for yourself?
• writing answers to quick questions?
• writing answers to longer questions?

What is your own target for improvement?

Together, develop a group answer which 
recognises that Claire is giving exciting 
explanations about how she hurt her leg. (2f)

Support children as they compare the 
ideas using sentences like:
• X was most exciting because … 
• X was better than Y because … (2h)

Encourage creative ideas which reflect Claire’s 
explanations from the text.

Together, explore the idea that just one idea 
could be a simple fantasy, but a selection of 
them makes the story more interesting to 
read. (2g)

Together, mark all the children’s answers to 
the questions on the PCMs. Discuss:
• comprehension strategies they used / tried 

to use
• success in finding answers
• success in recording answers. (2a–h)
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